Immediate Openings - Join Our Growing Team - Great Flexible Part Time Schedule!

Looking for Café & Kitchen Team Members at Farmer and the Fork Café:

**Kitchen Team Member job duties include and are not limited to:**
- Ensure all food meets food safety and quality standards to eliminate cross-contamination on the front line
- Familiarity with restaurant costing and inventory systems
- Organization within a fast-moving environment
- Strong skills for and attention to delivering quality, following up on details, and completing tasks with a sense of urgency.
- Prep all cold and hot food items using prep instructions and worksheets
- Follow proper knife safety procedures
- Maintain clean, food-safe dish and prep stations throughout shift
- Manage communication between Service Team Members and Kitchen, inventory front line, prep zones, oven and walk-in to determine needs. Ensure areas are always stocked
- Learn and maintain knowledge of our changing menu + ingredients
- **Pay:** Starting at $18.00 p/h (based on experience) plus tips.

**Café Team Member job duties include and are not limited to:**
- Taking guest orders
- Operating a point-of-sale system and cash handling
- Plating of food, general cleaning, stocking items and maintaining a clean dining room for all our guests
- Always cultivating the guest experience by providing fast, courteous, sincere, and positive service
- **Pay:** $14.00 p/h plus tips

**Requirements/Desired Traits for all of our Team Members:**
- Food, Restaurant, and Team experience
- Comfortable working in a fast-paced environment
- A team player with a positive can-do attitude
- Quick and adaptable learner
- Collaborative communication skills

All shifts are approximately from 9:00-3:00 pm, 3-4 shifts per week with some flexibility. 1 weekend shift suggested.

Café hours of operation are 7 days per week, 11am - 3pm

**COVID-19 precautions:** Mask/Full Vaccination required

**Contact:** Carol@peppersartfulevents.com – 508-393-6844 x1020
Farmer and the Fork Café - 11 French Drive – Boylston, MA 01505